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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Education is never static.

As surely as changes are

making our world a new world each day so must education ad¬
just itself to better serve and prepare the younger gen¬
eration for life in the world not of the past but of the
present and future.

In keeping with this obligation

research must be done in the field of education in order to
insure that the needs of each student in regard to all
aspects of living are fully met in courses which are up to
date.

The student must study many fields in order to be

competent in his life in the world of today.

He must have

a background for his intellectual advancement, his proper
use of leisure time, and perhaps most important, his
economic life.

It is a fact that unless a person1s economic

life is satisfactory he can not be completely at ease.
Economics iri- Yesterdayfs Schools —

Economics is a

subject which can easily have as its purpose the mere
possession of knowledge.

Economics in the schools of yester¬

day was taught not so much with an eye to its practical
aspects but rather as a course in economic theory.

This aim

was justified in those times when we consider that the aim
of education some years back was the mere possession of

1
learning # not simply social participation.

The practical

aspects of Economics dealing with such phases as banking
and loans were not stressed as much as the theories behind
(l) Finrydy, A Sociological Philosophy of Education,
Chapter IV

[

i

/
!
j
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them.
Economics in TodayTs Schools —

Education for living is

one of the most important ideas in modern education. 'Theory
is not neglected in courses designed for those who will be
able to make use of the theories in advanced study. However
a great percentage of students in today's schools plan on
taking advantage of the many opportunities not calling for
*

advanced study. Their need involves the study not so much of
the' theories of Economics but of the more immediately pract¬
ical aspects of the subject such as credit,
buying,

installment

insurance and other phases of the economic world in

which they will live. A primary aim of education is to pre¬
pare individuals to live competently in the world which
surrounds them.
Development of a Curriculum on Economics — The ideas
as to which phases of Economics are of the most immediate
practical value are, at best, purely personal opinion. The
author might feel that knov/ledge o.^ budgeting procedures
and credit buying practices would be among the most
practical phases. In the next community other teachers
might not consider these phases to be as important as others.
Any revision of an economics curriculum by an individual
with an eye to making a more practical course would not be
very valuable as the resulting curriculum would only be the
personal opinion of that individual. 'This being true it fol¬
lows that any work on a curriculum on Economics should

4

enlist the aid of many.
The Survey Approach to the Economics Curriculum —
Recognizant of the weakness in deciding for oneself what
phases should be included in a course in Economics it was
thought that a concensus of opinion would be valuable.
There are eighty-two schools 5n Massachusetts located in
2
communities having a population of 5000 or more.
The
author was most interested in schools located in commun¬
ities of that size since he is a teacher in Greenfield
which is in that category.
A questionnaire was formulated which would determine
what phases of Economics were being presented in the schools
of Massachusetts, which phases not being presented were
considered worthy of presentation, and the aids to be used
in the course.

In order to receive the maximum response the

questionnaire was mailed to all eighty-two school systems.
Later those schools which had not answered were sent a
second copy of the questionnaire. For the

purpose

of this

study.the title STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS was used as an
arbitrary name for a course dealing in the relations of the
individual student with the economic world.
The results of this study naturally are not conclusive
but they may be of some value to those who wish to know
what is being done at the present .time in the schools of

(2) Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Annual Report of the
Department of Education, for the year ending Nov. 30, 1940.

5

Massachusetts. As has been stated before,

each day brings

changes which make our world a new world. Education, like
time, is never static. Even as this study is being pre¬
pared further changes must be made in order to adapt the
curriculum to the needs of the student.

t®V*""

\
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CHAPTER II
STATEMENT CP PROBLEM AND OUTLINE CP PROCEDURE

CHAPTER

II

STATEMENT OP PROBLEM AND OUTLINE C? PROCEDURE
The Problem of What To Teach — The -problem of what to
teach in a course on STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS lies, more
or less, with the individual teacher. There are so many
phases that might be taught that there would not be time
enough during the year to treat each phase effectively. It
follows that since the choice of material rests with the
individual teacher it would be helpful to inquire as to
what other teachers in Massachusetts are teaching.
Sub,jects and Materia 1 s — It was the author’s desire
to obtain information on STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS at the
Junior High School level. The main reason for choosing that
level was that many of the students who have need of the
practical aspects of economics drop out before reaching the
upper grades where some form of economics is generally
presented.

In order to obtain information which would apply

best to the situation in Greenfield, where the author is a
teacher,

it was decided that correspondence would be estab¬

lished with teachers in the eighty-two school systems in
Massachusetts located in communities having a population of
5000 or more.
General Procedure —
ionnaire was approved.

After several conferences a quest

In the questionnaire the attempt

was made to receive the maximum amount of information with
the minimum amount of effort on the part of the teacher

who is answering the questions. Therefore a large part of
the questionnaire was devoted to check lists.

In order to

receive better response the questionnaire was sent together
with a personalized form letter to the Superintendents of
Schools of each of the eighty-two school systems.
The questionnaire consisted of two main parts. The
first part dealt with phases of STUDENT PERSONAL ECONO ICS.
\

The second part was concerned with the aids to be used in
the presentation of the course. Other pertinent questions
concerning the name of the course, number of periods each
week,

credits,

and grouping procedures were asked.

The questionnaire was sent out on November 1st and to
insure maximum response questionnaires were remailed on
February 1st to the school systems from which there had been
no reply.

m

CHAPTER

m

III

PRELIMINARY QUESTIONS

I

CHAPTER

III

PRELIMINARY

QUESTIONS

Before answering the two main parts of the questionnaire
each teacher was requested to answer seven questions concern¬
ing the organization of a class in STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS.
Separate Courses of STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS — The
first preliminary question asked was "Is there a separate
course in your school system closely corresponding to STUDENT
PERSONAL ECONOMICS? " The summary of answers to this question
indicated that many schools in Massachusetts were presenting
a separate course closely resembling STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
in subject matter.

Twenty-three schools did have a separate

course while fourteen schools did not.

It was Interesting to

note that many schools answering this question in the negative
were careful to indicate that many of the phases were covered
in other courses.
Title of the Course — The school systems which did have
a separate course similar to STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
answered the question "V/hat is the title of the course?" as
shown in Table I.
Junior Business Training seems to be the name most
^ frequently used in referring to a course which deals with
phases of personal economics.

General Business Training or

Consumer Education are names used to a lesser degree perhaps
since they are more applicable to courses presented in the
upper grades.

TABLE I
Summary of answers to the question M v.liat is the title
of the course ?"

Title

Number of Schools

Junior Business Training

13

General Business Training

4

Business Training

1

Consumer Education

5

Vfliere the Course la Taught — The question " In what
grade is it included ?" was answered and the results are
shown in Table II.

*

TABLE II
Summary of answers to the question " In what grade is

the course presented ? ”

Grade

Number of Schools

8 th

3

9 th

15

10th

2

11th

2

12th

.

1

12

The separate course most closely corresponding to
STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS is usually taught in the-ninth
grade. Fifteen schools present the course in the ninth
grade while only one school presented the course in the
twelfth grade. My deduction is that since this is an
introductory course it is not usually presented in the upper
grades where there would be more specialization such as in
Business Mathematics, Homemaking, or Bookkeeping.
Number of Periods Each Week --

The teachers in the

school systems which did have a separate course were asked
the question " How many periods each week is the class held?"
The results are shown in Table III.

TABLE

III

Summary of answers to the question " How many periods
each week is the class held?"

Periods

Number of Schools

^

3

4

4

3

5

13

6

1

7

1

8

1

.

13

Usually the course is presented five periods each week.
Pour school systems presented the course three periods each
week and three presented the course four times each week. It
is perhaps advisable to refrain from having more than one
period a day or five periods a week because of conflicts
with other subjects. Only one school system each indicated
that they presented the course 6, 7, or 8 -periods a week
which seems to bear out this idea.
Credits for the Course

—

The question " How many

credits are given for the course ?" was asked and the summary
of the results are shown in Table IV.

TABLE

IV

Summary of answers to the question " How many credits
are given for the course ?"

Credits

Number of Schools

1

4

2

1

2 1/2

1

3

1

0

5

•

8

Eight school systems offered five credits for the course
corresponding to STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS. Pour offered four
credits while one school each offered 2, 21/2,

or 3 credits.

14

Prom the Information gathered the course was usually pre¬
sented five times each week. A course involving so much
time should carry a fair amount of credit.

In my opinion

that is why more school systems .offered five credits v/hile
a fewer number offered from one to three credits.
Ability Grouping — Of the schools presenting a course
similar to STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS the question " Do you
have grouping according to ability ?" was asked. The
majority of schools seem to neglect ability

grouping.

Twenty school systems do not have ability grouping while
three school systems do have it. Possibly most school
systems believe that for an introductory course grouping is
not necessary.
Future Curriculum Grouping — The question " Do you
have grouping according to future curriculum ? " was asked.
Sixteen school systems did not group In this manner while
seven schools did have grouping according to future
curriculum. As has been stated before this seems to indicate
that most school systems

do not regard grouping as

essential In a course of this type.

CHAPTER IV
PHASES OP STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
PRESENTED IN THE SCHOOLS

CHAPTER

IV

PHASES OP STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
PRESENTED IN THE SCHOOLS

The first section of the questionnaire was concerned
with the phases of STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS taught in
the schools. The knowledge of what phases the schools
actually are presenting at the present time is a logical
starting point from which to attack this problem.
List of Phases — The following phases were listed :
Wants vs. Needs
a. The Wants of Man.
b. 'The Needs of Man.
.Budgeting Your Income
a. Advantages of Budgeting.
b. Setting Up a Budget.
Installment Buying
a. Advantages and Disadvantages
of Installment Buying.
b. Figuring Carrying Charges.
Understanding Labels and Advertising
a. Advertising and its Purposes
b. Judging Advertisements.
,c. Types of Labels.
Agencies That Protect the Consumer
a. Federal Agencies.
b. Private Agencies.
Banking Services
a. Opening a Bank Account.
b. Bank Forms.
c. Checking Accounts.
d. Savings Accounts.
Private Loan Companies
a. When to Borrow Money.
b. Loan Procedures.
Insurance
a. Life Insurance.
b. Health Insurance.
c. Automobile Insurance.
d. Social Security.
Taxes on the Consumer
a. Why Taxes Are Necessary.
b. Direct Taxes.
c. Indirect Taxes.

17

The History of Money
a. Early Systems of Exchange.
b. Present Bay Monetary Systems,
c. Inflation and Deflation.
Interdependence of Tie World’s Consumers
a. Exports and Imports of the U. S,
b. The ’World’s Consumers and World
Peace.
'The Consumer Under Communism
a. Basic Ideas of Communism.
b. The Consumer's Place Under
Communism.
The Consumer Under Capitalism
a. Basic Ideas of Capitalism.
b. The Consumer’s Place Under
Capitalism.
The Consumer Under Socialism
a. Basic Ideas of Socialism.
b. The Consumer's Place Under
Socialism.
Choosing a Vocation
a. Importance of Self Analysis.
b. Finding a Job,
Stocks and Bonds
a. Classification of Bonds.
b. Types of Stocks,
Labor Unions
a. History of Labor Movements.
b. Union Constitutions.
c. Working Agreements.
d. Advantages and Disadvantages of
Labor Unions.
These phases were not arranged according to their
relative importance as that would only be the expressing
;;i.

of a personal opinion. The responses to the question "What
phases of STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS do you present in
your school ?" may be seen

in column "An of Table V.

Phases Most Frequently Presented By Schools — Of the
phases included In the survey those concerned with the
various aspects of budgeting were presented by more schools
than an;/ other phase. Phases dealing with banking,

insurance*

TABLE

V

Summary of Responses in the Section " Phases of
Student Personal Economics.1'

Phases

wants vs. Needs
a. The Sants of Man.
b. The Needs of Man
Budgeting Your Income
a. Advantages of Budgeting.
b. Setting Up a Budget.
Installment Buying
a. Advantages of . Installment Buying
and Disadvantages,
b. Figuring Carrying Charges.
Understanding Labels and Advertising
a. Advertising and its Purposes.
b. Judging Advertisements.
c. Types of Labels.
Agencies That Protect the Consumer,
a. Federal Agencies.
b* Private Agencies.
Banking Services
a. Opening a Bank Account.
b. Bank Forms.
c. Checking Accounts.
d. Savings Accounts.
Private Loan Companies.
a. Alien to Borrow Money.
b. Loan Procedures.
Insurance
■ a. Life Insurance.
b. Health Insurance.
c. Airtomobile, Insurance.
d. Social Security.
Taxes on the Consumer
a. "by Taxes are Necessary.
b. Direct Taxes.
c. Indirect Taxes.
The History of Money
a. Early Systems of Exchange.
b. Present Day Monetary Systems.
c. Inflation and Deflation.
Interdependence of the World's
Consumers
a. Exports and Imports of the U. S.

A

B

24
22

3
3

C

11

23
32
32

3
3
25

31

4

23

4
13

19
17
19

13
14
12
11

21
21

3
8
27

31
31
31
31

2
2
2
2
•

26
25

14

6
6
20

23
23
27
27

4
4
3
3
17

29
28
26

4
5
6
8

24
24
18

6
4
7

12

9

i
i

7

TABLE
V
(continued)
Phases

A

b. The World's Consumers and World
Peace.
The Consumer Under Communism
a. Basic Ideas of Communism,
b. The Consumer*s Place Under
Communism.
The Consumer Under Capitalism
a. Basic Ideas of Caoitalism,
b. The Consumer's Place Under
Capitalism,
The Consumer Under Socialism
a. Basic Ideas of Socialism.
b. The Consumer’s Place Under
Socialism.
Choosing a Vocation
a. Importance of Self Analysis.
b. Finding a Job.
Stocks and Bonds
a. Classifications of Bonds.
b. 'Types of Stocks.
Labor Unions
a. History of Labor Movements.
b. Union Constitutions.
c. Working Agreements.
d. Advantages and Disadvantages
of Labor Unions.

B

10

8

5

6

4

7

7

7

7

7

C

5

5

4
6

7

5

8
19

25
24

6
6
3

18
17

' 5
5

10
6
8

9
10
10

10

9

6

•

•

taxes and job preparation were also presented in the majority
of schools. It seems that the phases most frequently pre¬
sented are those dealing with the more immediately practical
aspects of STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS.
Phases Least Frequently Presented By Schools -phases concerned with advertising,

inflation,

The

deflation,

capitalism, and socialism were taught in a relatively fewer
number of schools. These phases are important as background
material in the study of STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS. It is
the author*s opinion that many of the schools neglected

20

these phases not because they were not valuable but simply
because the limited amount of time for teaching the course
made it necessary to deal with the phases having the most
direct value for the student.
Phases Listed in Order According to Frequency of
Presentation — The phases included in the survey were
arranged in order according to the frequency of present¬
ation so that an over all picture could be seen.

The list

may be seen in Table VI.
In studying the table it is interesting to note that
phases concerned with budgeting, banking,

installment

buying and. taxes were most frequently presented.

In these

critical times people are more conscious of the need for
intelligent financial planning.
practical value.

These phases are of great

Such phases as The Consumer Under Communism

were not presented most likely since other courses present
that subject matter.

Phases which could be labeled back¬

ground phases such as Exports and Imports, The History of
the Labor Ivlovementj

and Early Systems of Exchange v/ere not

usually presented.

It apoears that the emphasis is more

upon the special phases which would not be covered in other
courses.

Since there are separate courses of personal

economics is understood that there are certain topics which
can best be handled in the separate courses.

Therefore the

course should include only phases which can not be handled
better In other courses.

TABLE

VI

Phases Most Frequently Presented By Schools Listed
in Order According" to Frequency.

Phase

Advantages of Budgeting
Setting Up A Budget
Checking Accounts
Opening a Bank Account
Bank Forms
Savings Plans
Advantages and Disadvantages of Installment
Buying
Why Taxes are Necessary
Figuring Carrying Charges
Life Insurance
Health Insurance
Health Insurance
Automobile Insurance
Social Security
Indirect Taxes
Direct Taxes
when to Borrow Money
Loan Procedures
Importance of Self Analysis
Finding a Job
Present Day Monetary Systems
Early Systems of Exchange
Wants of Man
Needs of Man
Federal Agencies (Consumer Protection)
Private Agencies (Consumer Protection)
Advertising and its Purposes
‘Types of Labels
Classification of Bonds
Inflation and Deflation
Judging Advertisements
Types of Stocks
Exports and Imports
Worldfs Consumers and World Peace
History of the Labor Movement
Advantages and Disadvantages of Labor Unions
Working Agreements
Basic Ideas of Capitalism
The Consumer Under Capitalism
Basic Ideas of Socialism
Union Constitutions

TABLE VI
(continued)

Phase

Basic Ideas of Communism
The Consumer Under Communism
The Consumer Under Socialism

CHAPTER

V

PHASES OF STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS WHICH
ARE NOT PRESENTED IN THE SCHOOLS

CHAPTER

V

PHASES OP STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS -’•HIGH
ARE NOT PRESENTED IN THE SCHOOLS

Teachers included in this survey were given an
opportunity to indicate which phases of STUDENT PERSONAL
ECONOMICS they considered should be included In their
courses which were not already included.
List of Phases — The list of phases in this section
is the same list as shown in a previous chapter.

The

order of phases is not intended to indicate in any way the
order of importance as that would only be personal opinion.
The results of this section of the questionnaire are shown
in a previous table.
The opinions of the various teachers answering the
questionnaire indicated definite trends of thought as to
the phases which are not taught but which are believed
should be taught.
Phases Omitted By Schools Which Are Believed Most
Necessary — The phases dealing with advertising and unions
were rated by the teachers as being important and at the
same time least frequently taught. As was mentioned pre¬
viously the opinion of one teacher is not of much value
while the opinions of many have some meaning

(1)
(2)

Chapter IV, List of Phases, pp. 16-17.
Chapter IV, Table V, Col. uBh, pp. 18-19.

25

Phases Omitted By Schools -Which Are Believed Least
Necessary —

It was interesting to find many phases which

were not taught rated as being of least importance by various
teachers.

The phases dealing with installment buying,

insurance, budgeting,

and banking were all rated as being

among the least necessary.
Phases Listed in Order of Need -- 'The phases included
in the questionnaire have been arranged in accordance with
the responses in this section. The phases appearing near the
top of the list were believed most necessary though they
were not being taught. The results are shown in Table VII.
Phases concerning advertising, labor unions, and the
consumer^ relation to Capitalism, Socialism, and Communism
were among those being most necessary although often omitted.
These phases are very important, however the limited amount
of time does not permit them to be presented. Phases con¬
cerned with budgeting and banking were rated low pre¬
sumably

since these phases are not usually omitted. The

response to this question clearly seems to indicate that
many teachers consider the background phases,such as those
concerned with the history of the labor movement,very
important but,

of necessity, are omitted because of.the

limited amount of time for the course.

TABLE

VII

Phases Omitted By Schools But Which Are Believed Most
Necessary Listed in Order of Need.

Phase

Judging Advertisements
Types of Labels
Advertising and Its Purposes
Union Constitutions
Working Agr e ements
Exports and Imports
History of the Labor Movements
Advantages and Disadvantages of Labor Unions
The Consumer Under Socialism
Federal Agencies
Private Agencies
World*s Consumers and World Peace
The Consumer Under Communism
Basic Ideas of Socialism
Basic Ideas of Capitalism
Inflation and Deflation
The Consumer Under Capitalism
When to Borrow Money
Loan Procedures
Indirect Taxes
Early Systems of Exchange
Basic Ideas of Communism
Importance of Self Analysis
Finding a Job
Classification of Bonds
Types of Stocks
Direct Taxes
Advantages and Disadvantages of Installment
Buying
Carrying Charges
Life Insurance
Health Insurance
•Way Taxes are Necessary
Present Day Monetary Systems
Wants of Man
Needs of Man
Advantages of Budgeting
Setting Up a Budget
Automobile Insurance
Social Security
Opening a Bank Account
Bank Forms
Checking Accounts
Savings Plans

CHAPTER

VI

THE MOST IMPORTANT PHASES OP
STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS

CHAPTER

71

THE MOST IMPORTANT PHASES OP
STUDENT PERSONAl. ECONOMICS
‘There are many phases which might be presented in a
course in STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS. 'Therefore it was
decided to enlist the aid. of the participating teachers
in regard to their opinions as to which phases they
considered most important whether their particular school
system presented the phase or not.
List of Phases — The list of ohases in this section

1
is the same list as shown in a previous chapter.

The

phases are not listed in any particular order therefore
the results are

purely personal opinion on the part of

the participating teachers. The results are shown in a
2

previous table.
Phases Rated As Being the Eight Lost Important -- Of
the phases included in the survey or suggested by the
participating teachers BANKING SERVICES was rated as bein
the most important.
INCCUE,

INSURANCE,

INSTALLMENT BUYING,

BUDGETING YOUR

and vocational phases were considered

as being among the eight most important.
Phases Rated As Being of Least Importance -- The
participating teachers rated such phases as HISTORY 0?
HONEY,

INTERDEPENDENCE OP THE WORLD'S CCUSURERS,

CONSUMER UNDER CAPITALISM,

THE

SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM, and

(1) Chapter IV, List of 'Phases, pp. 16-17.
(2) Chapter IV, Table V, Col. "C", pp. 13-19.
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SiCCKS AND BONDS as being of lesser importance. Presumably
the main reason for this is that in a course there is only
sufficient time to deal with a limited number of phases.
Therefore those phases which do not have a very immediate
practical value must be sacrificed to some extent in order
that the pupil’s needs may be more fully met.
Phases Listed in Order of Importance --

In order to

get an over all picture the author thought it advisable to
place all phases,

including the eight most important,

in a

list according to their importance as rated by the parti¬
cipating teachers.

If time permits it might be suggested

that other phases, besides the eight most important, be pre¬
sented at the teacher’s discretion. The list may be seen in
Table VIII.
The phases in Table VIII are the main phases.

It was

assumed that the sub-divisions under each phase would be
included in the evaluation of this section by the parti¬
cipating teachers. The responses to this question streng¬
then the proceeding conclusion that budget planning, bank¬
ing services, and taxation,

are of such immediate, practical

value that they should be given preference over such phases
as those concerned with the history of money. The phase
concerning stocks and bonds has great value as background
materiel but has little practical value for the ninth grade
student. This conclusion Is verified by the rating, given the
phase STOCKS AND BONDS

by the participating teachers.

TABLE

VIII

Phases Rated By the Participating Teachers in Order of
Their Importance.

Phase

Banking Services
Installment Buying
Budgeting Your Income
Insuranc e
Choosing a Vocation
Understanding Labels and Advertising
Taxes on the Consumer
Private Loan Companies
Wants vs. Needs
Agencies That Protect The Consumer
The History of Honey
Interdependence of the World's Consumers
Labor Unions
The Consumer Under Capitalism
The Consumer Under Communism
The Consumer Under Socialism
Stocks and Bonds
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CHAPTER

VI

THE MOST IMPORTANT PHASES OP
STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
There are many phases which might be presented in a
course in STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS. Therefore it was
decided to enlist the aid of the participating teachers
in regard to their opinions as to which phases they
considered most important whether their particular school
system presented the phase or not.
List of Phases — The list of Dhases in this section

1
is the same list as shown in a previous chapter.

The

phases are not listed in any particular order therefore
the results are

purely personal opinion on the part of

the participating teachers. The results are shown in a
2
previous table.
Phases Rated As Being the Eight Most Important — Of
the phases Included in the survey or suggested by the
participating teachers BANKING SERVICES was rated as being
the most important.
INCOME, INSURANCE,

INSTALLMENT BUYING,

BUDGETING YOUR

and vocational phases were considered

as being among the eight most important.
Phases Rated As Being of Least Importance -- The
participating teachers rated such phases as HISTORY OP
MONEY,

INTERDEPENDENCE OP THE WORLD'S CONSUMERS, THE

CONSUMER UNDER CAPITALISM,

CT1

SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM, and

Chapter lV» List of Phases, pp. 16-17.
(2) Chapter IV, Table V, Col. F,C1r, pp. 18-19.
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STOCKS AND BONDS as being of lesser importance# Presumably
the main reason for this is that in a course there is only
sufficient time to deal with a limited number
Therefore those phases which do not have a very immediate
practical value must be sacrificed to some extent in order
.

■

•
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that the pupil!s needs may be more fully met.
Phases Listed in Order of Importance —

In order to

get an over all picture the author thought it advisable to
place all phases,

including the eight most important,

in a

list according to their importance.as rated by the partis
cipating teachers#

If time permits it might be suggested

that other phases, besides the eight most important, be pre¬
sented at the teacher1* discretion. The list may be seen in
Table VIII#
The phases in Table VIII are the main phases. It was
assumed that the sub-divisions under each phase would be
included in the evaluation of this section by the parti¬
cipating teachers. The responses to this question streng¬
then the proceeding conclusion that budget planning, bank¬
ing services, and taxation,

are of such immediate, practical

value that they should be given preference over such phases
as those concerned with the history of money. The .phase
concerning stocks and bonds has great value as background
material but has little practical value for the ninth grade
student. ‘This conclusion is verified by the rating given the
phase STOCKS AND BONDS

by the participating teachers.

TABLE

VIII

Phases Rated By the Participating Teachers in Order of
Their Importance.
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Phase

Banking Services
Installment Buying
Budgeting Your Income
Insuranc e
Choosing a Vocation
Understanding Labels and Advertising
Taxes on the Consumer
Private Loan Companies
Wants vs. Needs
Agencies That Protect The Consumer
The History of Money
Interdependence of the World’s Consumers
Labor Unions ;
The Consumer Under Capitalism
The Consumer Under Communism
The Consumer Under Socialism
Stocks and Bonds
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Summary of Responses in the Section " The Rating of Aids
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.
Used in Presenting STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS."
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Aid

i
i

Exc. Good Fair Poor
,i

■

School- Savings Program
Field Trips
Quest Speakers'
Charts and Graphs
Bulletin Board
Consumer Reports Magazine
Personal Weekly Budgets ■
Life Insurance Pamphlets
Newspaper and Magazine Advertising
Income Blanks
Special'Reports
*
Contract Blanks
Sample deposit Slips
Sample Withdrawal Slips
Sample Bank Books
Pupil Participation in Plays
Scrap Books
Essays
Information from the New York Stock
Exchange
Debates
Motion Pictures
Film Strips
'
v
Government Pamphlets
Textbooks
Group Projects
* .
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pamphlets were all highly rated by the schools. With the
exception of motion pictures, most of the aids rated highly
were those involving little

of

no cost to the school, ..

Aids Hated as Being, of Least Value —

Aids such as

essays, debates, and pupil participation in plays were all
rated as beihg of lesser value. It ..light be assumed that
these and other aids such as field trips and special reports
were rated low partly because they are,

of necessity, time

consuming and impractical in certain groups.
Aids Listed in Order of Excellence

'The aids mentioned

in the questionnaire were arranged according to the responses
of the participating teachers so that it could be seen which
aids were considered of most value. The list may be seen in
.

Table X.

•

f:

>

Such aids' .as sample deposit slips, withdrawal slips,
and bank books were rat^d very highly while such aids as
plays, debates, and essays were rated very low.
*

‘

*

r

•”

>

' rt

,

The preparation time involved has a great deal to do
with this I believe. Deposit slips may be obtained at a bank
and the class may be instructed in their use in one period.
Debates and essays necessitate several periods of preparation.
Those aids rated as being of.less value

frequently were

aids more easily adaptable to other subjects such as English
and Mathematics. The limited time for a course in STUDENT
PERSONAL ECONOMICS necessitates using aids suited in the best
way to the subject itself.

TABLE

X

The Aids Used in the Presentation of STUDENT PERSONAL
ECONOMICS Listed in Order of Excellence.

Aids

Sample Deposit Slips
Sample Withdrawal Slips
Sample Bank Books
Motion Pictures
Bulletin Board
Government Pamphlets
Group Projects
School Savings Program
Charts and Graphs
Newspaper and Magazine Advertising
Income Tax Blanks
Textbooks'..
Consumer Reports magazine
Scrap Books ~~~
Film Strips
;y
Guest Speakers
Life Insurance Pamphlets
Field Trips
Special Reports
Contract Blanks
■.Pupil Participation in Plays
Personal Weekly Budgets
Debates
Essays
Information from the New York
Stock Exchange
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RESTATEMENT OP PROBLEM,
CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTED UNIT SPECIMENS.
'

Statement of Problem --

' ’

.. ii,

•'

•'

It will be agreed that in all

subjects the phases to be presented and the aids to be used
are most frequently based on personal opinion and local
conditions. In carrying out the aims of education it is
important that no teacher should allow his subject to remain
static. Education certainly is in a changing world there¬
for education itself must continually change and adapt
itself to the needs of the world. STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
is the designation the author has arbitrarily placed on any
course dealing with the student and his4relation with the
economic world. Yfoat phases of the subject should be
presented? ’4/hich aids'1 should be used? Must the teacher
answer these questions solely on the basis of his own
personal opinion? It was the desire of the author to send a
questionnaire to various teachers in Massachusetts in order
to get opinions from others.
Conclusions Based on Material Printed in this Study —
The responses from teachers all over Massachusetts were
valuable in^making this study

success. More work of the

kind must be done in order for' educational research to be
effective.

The major conclusions from this study are :
1, The various phases of STUDENT PERSONAL

ECONOMICS are presented as a separate course in twenty-

three school systems in Massachusetts. Most schools not
having a separate course did cover some phases in other
courses.
2. The separate course is usually presented in the
ninth grade. As the course is an introductory course the
ninth grade seems to be a logical place since courses in
the later grades tend to be more specific.
3. Those schools having a separate course usually
call the course Junior Business Training. Since the course
is usually- given in the ninth grade this seems to be a
satisfactory designation since the name suggests an intro¬
ductory type.of course for non-high school students*
4. 'The course is usually held five periods each
week. Although some school systems held the course seven
or eight tim^s

per week

it was not commonly done most

likely because of conflicts with other courses, 5
5. Five credits are usually given for the course.
Since most schools give the course five periods each week
it is reasonable to expact that the course would carry
substantial credit.
6. The schools usually do not use grouping systems
either by curriculum or ability.

It appears that in this

introductory course grouping is not considered to be of much
importance.
7.

People are extremely conscious of the need for

intelligent financial planning in these times. The phases
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most frequently taught at the present time are those having
the most practical value. Phases concerned with budgeting,
savings plans,

installment buying,

and checking accounts

are almost universally presented* Phases such as those con¬
cerned with exports and imports are important as background
material but are not commonly presented since they.could
most likely be handled in other courses,
8. -The limited amount of time allotted for the
course does not permit the presentation of many of the
background phases such as. those concerning exports and
imports. The background phases were highly rated as phases
of importance

but at the same time were most commonly

omitted*
9* .The phases .considered to be the eight most
important .are Banking Services,
ing Your Income,

Insurance,

Installment Buying,

Budget?

Choosing a Vocation, Understand¬

ing Labels and_Advertising, Taxes on the.Consumer, and
Private Loan Companies.

It is apparent that these phases

all have a great practical value. The rating of the phases
by the participating teachers clearly strengthens the
conclusion that a course in STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
must offer only those phases having the more immediate
value for the student*
1C, Those aids .which require little preparation
time were highly .rated* Sample deposit slips, motion pictures
bulletin board displays,

and sample bank books were all
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highly used since they are easily obtainable and require
little preparation. Aids such as essay writing and pupil
participation in plays were rated very low presumably since
they are of more value in other subjects. A course in
STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS should use those aids best suited
r’

i

for the course. The aid should be inexpensive and should
not require a lengthy preparation.
Limitations — The greatest limitation to this study is
that It was only state wide. The opinions not of a few but
of hundreds of teachers are needed. Even among the teachers
who were invited to participate In this study there were
some who were not sufficiently impressed with the need for
educational research to bother returning the questionnaire
even though contacted twice.
In regard to the rating of the importance of the phases
it was natural that some teachers would, through loyalty,
rate those phases taught in their own school systems as
being most important.
The financial situation of the particular school
might have had some effect on the rating of the various
aids.

If a school had not the funds to use a certain aid
*

it could not be expected that their rating of that aid
would be of much value.
Suggested Unit Specimens — On the following pages
the author has formulated suggested units for the two
phases rated by the participating teachers as being the
most Important of all phases of STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS.

A NINTH GRADE WIT IN ECONOMICS
ON BANKING SERVICES
This unit is concerned with introduction of the
ninth grade students to the various types of banks and
banking services such as savings accounts, checking
accounts and loans together with the mechanics of part¬
icipating in these services. Safeguards for the protect¬
ion of the bank and the individual will be studied.
The general objectives of this unit are:
1. An understanding of the contemporary insti-

—

tutions for living.
2. An understanding of the importance of banking.
3. To develop skill In effective participation
’

in our progressive democratic culture,

4. To develop the attitude of self reliance,
Vv5. To develop the attitude of thrift.
The specific—objectives of this unit are :
1. To gain knowledge as to how banks function.
2. To gain knowledge of the services offered
by banks.
3. To develop the ability to use bank forms.
4. To develop the ability to cooperate in
committee assignments.
5; To develop the ability to express thoughts and
Ideas by preparing special reports.
6, 'The appreciation of the value of planning for
* economic security.
'The approaches to the unit:
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1. Show the motion picture Fred Meets a Bank to
the class and encourage a discussion of the
*

-

..
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' film.
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2. Arrange to have the class visit a local bank
A

,

and observe the different phases of banicing.
Some learning experiences which might be used in this

unit are:
\

i

•

.y

'

«

*

o

...

,

1. Have a banker from each type of bank in the
community address the class and answer questions.
....2. Obtain sufficient blank forms such as with<■

«

drawal and deposit slips# Have each student fill
in the forms in the correct manner,
3. Collect printed material from various banks".
Compare the methods of opening an account,
\

percentage of interest, and the method of
>

withdrawing money. In Greenfield the banks
would be :
.

•»’

”

■

’

a, First National Bank and Trust Company
b, Franklin County Cooperative Bank
c, Franklin County Trust Company
d# Franklin Savings Institute
e, Greenfield Savings Bank
j

■

ii

4* Arrange a field trip to a local bank where the
class may observe operations concerned with
banking,
Jr

■

.

5. Show various motion pictures concerned with
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banking combined with olass discussions.
6. Assign committees to make scrapbooks dealing
with checks,

savings plans, and other phases.

7. Reading assignments in various textbooks
followed by special reports in class on the
- history of banking.
8. Appoint a committee every two days to supply
material for the bulletin board on banking.
9. Have an inter class savings contest using the
school savings program.
10. Make charts showing the processes by which
checks may be transferred'from individual to
individual.-;
11* Have a special report on the Federal Reserve
System.

1

'

12. Make a chart comparing the services of savings
banks, commercial banks, and trust companies.
13. V/rite out checks payable to various stores in
your community for various articles such as
fishing rods, skiis, and baseballs. In Green¬
field the following stores might be used:
a. Clark Hardware Company
b. F and F Sport Shop
c. Gribbons Music Store
d. Little Franks

.
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e; Mohawk Chevrolet Company
f. Mohawk Furniture'C ompany
*

: If"
■}.

•

g; Sears Roebuck Irtc.
h. We stern Auto Supply
The evaluation techniques to be 'used in this unit :
1. Objective tests
2. Class discussions with graded recitations
3. Essay tests'
4. Special Reports
Bibliography

-

1. Newspapers and magazines for scrapbooks
a. The Boston Post,

Boston Mass.

b. Collier's magazine
>

1

1

c; Educational Thrift Gazette, New York,
. Educational Thrift Service,
d. Greenfield Recorder^Gazette, Greenfield
Mass.

1

e. The Saturday Evening Post magazine
f,

Time magazine

2; Sound Films
a. Banks and Cred'lt ,

Ideal Films.

b. Federal Reserve System , EBF.
c. Fred Meets a Bank , Coronet Films
d. Money at Work, Coronet Films
e. Search For Security^ Coronet Films
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f* Three To Be Served, National Association
n

of Manufactufers, University of Mass*
g. Using the Bank , BHF

'•

1 ;Y

"■

h* flhat is Money,- Coronet Films
i* Your Thrift Habits* Coronet Films
3* Textbooks
a, Cowan, Anne, Consumer Mathematics,Harrisburg. Pa., Stackpole Sons, 1938, 324pp.
b. Janzen, Cornelius, and Stephanson,
,

Orlando,

Everyday Ecohomics, New York, Silver Burdett Co*,: 1936, 512 pp*
c* Iyon, Leverett, Making a Living,; New York,
The MacMillan Co., 1927, 622pp*

\

d. Smith, Augustus, Bahr, Gladys, Wilhelms,
\,

Fred, Your Personal Economics, New York,,
YKbGraw Hill Book Co*, ’ 1949., 458 pp.
Instructional Materials
1. Sound Projector.

. >

2. Various magazines and. newspapers.
3* Bulletin Board.

:

4. Sample Deposit Slips.
5. Sample Bank Books.
6. Sample Withdrawal Slips.
7. Blank Checks...
8. Motion Pictures.
Textbooks.

•

-

A NINTH GRADE UNIT IN ECONOMICS
ON INSTALLMENT BUYING
This unit is concerned with presenting information to
the- students about the place of Installment buying In our
economic life together with the advantages, and disadvantages
which must be decided by the individual. Various installment
plans will be studied.
The general objectives of the unit are:
1. An understanding of the contemporary insti¬
tutions for living.,
2. To develop skill in: effective participation
In our democratic-, culture,.
_

.....

...

••••.

.

s

•

*

*

3. To develop the attitude of discrimination.
4. To develop the attitude of responsibility.
The specific objectives of this unit are:
•

H

1. To gain knowledge of installment buying plans.
1234 • ■

v

2. To develop the ability to use installment plans
wisely. ,
3. To develop the. ability to assume responsibility
In giving special reports.
4. The appreciation of shared trust in installment
contracts.

....

The approaches to the unit:
1, Present to the class an actual case of install¬
ment buying concerning the purchase of a bi¬
cycle in a local store.
2. Show the film ^. Installment Buying " to the class

and encourage discussion.
Some learning experiences which might be used in the
unit are:
1. Collect various advertisements concerning
installment plans -for the bulletin board.
2m Hake a list of articles- v/hich you would be just¬

ified in, buying and. a list of articles which you
should not buy on installment.
♦

3. Make $ .list of rules to follow in deciding
whether to buy:on installment or not.
4. Assign areas<qf the business district to class
committees. List all stores and show in which
establishments business is done for.cash or
with installments. :
5. Have a local automobile dealer speak to the class
on ."the*--operation, of Installment plans in his
business.
6. Show the class various motion pictures concerned
with installment buying. ,.
7. Have each-student collect clippings .-and. pictures
on installment buying to use in individual scrap¬
•

*

books.
*

■■
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*
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8* Have members of the class investigate installment
plans for, buying such, articles as bicycles,
,

rifles,

automobiles, and sporting goods on local

stores for class reports. In Greenfield some
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suggested stores are:
a. Clark Hardware Company
b. F and P Sport Shop
c. G-ribbons Music Store
'

d. Little Prank's
e. Mohawk Chevrolet Company

*

f. Mohawk Furniture Company
g. Sears Roebuck Inc.
h* Wwatern Auto Supnly

9. Write a special report setting forth your
opinions on installment buying.
10. Using figures obtained from stores in your
community construct charts showing the extra
cost of buying on installment. Use stores
listed in #8.
11. Obtain blank installment plan contracts and fill
them out correctly.
18. Write an essay on the contribution of‘install¬
ment buying

to the American way of life*

13. Make special reports on Federal Trade Commission
Pamphlets.
14. Make out a‘budget of your weekly‘expenses show¬
ing how much you could afford to set aside for
installment plan payments.
The evaluation techniques to be used in this unit are
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the following:

.

•

.

1. Essay tests

; 1;ru

2. Objective tests

Y ■.

- -

„

3. Special Reports.

-t

.

4. Cla^s discussions with graded recitations
Bibliography

;

1. Magazines $nd newspapers fpr scrap(bopk
materials,

,

a. Boston Herald,
..

-

„ '

Boston Mass,

..._

%

b. Colliers magazine.
o« Greenfield Recorder Gazette, Greenfield,
Ma s sa chus e 11 s.
d. Saturday Evening Post magazine.
e» Time magazine.
2. Sound-Films:
a. Installment Buying- Coronet Films.
b# Percent in Everyday Life - Coronet Films.
c. What is Business?- Coronet Films.
d. What is a Contract ?- Coronet Films.
e. What is Money ? - Coronet Films.
f. Which Way This Time *? - Ideal Films.
g. Wise Buying - Coronet Films.
3. Federal Trade Commission pamphlets- Washington,
D.C.
4. Textbooks
a. Cowan, Anne, Consumer Mathematics, Harris-
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burg. Pa.
b. -Janzen,

, Stackpole Sons, 1933, 324 pp.

Cornelius, and Stephanson, Orlando,

Everyday Economics, New York, Silver
Burdett Co., 1936, 512 pu.
c. Lyon, Leverett, Making a Living, New York,
The MacMillan Company, 1927, 612 pp.
d. Smith, Augustus, Bahr,

Gladys, and Wilhelm

Fred, Your Personal Economics , New York,
McGraw Hill Book Co., 1949, 458 pp.
Instructional Materials
1. Sound Projector
2. Bulletin Board

•

3. Pamphlets
4. Newspapers and magazines
*
i

5. Textbooks
6. Contract Blanks
7. Personal Weekly budgets

•
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I

LETTER OP TRANSM IS SAL

Greenfield High School
Greenfield, Mass.
*

*

Superintendent of Schools
,

'

i

: •

t

•**

Dear Sir:
I am a teacher at Greenfield High School and I am studying for my Master's Degree at the University of Massachusetts.
In order to satisfy the requirements for my Master's Degree
and at the same time to aid me In my work I am seeking in¬
formation from the schools of Massachusetts located in communities of the approximate sise of Greenfield in regard to
•

.71

'

;

•

r-

'

.

the-teaching of courses in STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS.
The enclosed questionnaire deals with those phases and
»

aids which rrilght.be used in the teaching of STUDENT PERSONAL
ECONOMICS to pupils of the 7th and Gth grades. I would be
grateful to you if you would pass this on to the teacher in
your school system who teaches the course which most closely
corresponds to STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS. The comparable
course In your school system might come under the heading of
CONSUMER EDUCATION,

STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS, JUNIOR H7SINESS

TRAINING or some similar title.
Thank you very much for your help in this matter.
«
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Respectfully yours.

. James L. DInsmore.

APPENDIX
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A QUESTIONNAIRE ON STUDENT PERSONAL ECONOMICS
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This questionnaire deals with the phases of Student

\

Personal Economics or comparable subjects such as Consumer
Education, Junior Business Training, or some similar title
which might be offered in the 7th or 8th grades together
...

i,

•;f •

with aids for teaching the course, I am attempting to dis■ u
*• M v
•
cover what is being done in the field in the schools of
Massachusetts located in communities of the approximate
Vi-yr\
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size of Greenfield*
You will notice that there is ample opportunity for you
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to express a purely personal opinion on some point even
though it may not be the accepted practice in your school
.. . :.--r* : 1 ■
system. These questionnaires will be strictly confidential,
y.

m

* j..\

I would greatly appreciate your checking through this
... .
.. . i
questionnaire and returning It to me as soon as possible.
Name

•
:

•

■

'V

;

Date _______________________ 1950

.. I

Is there a separate course in your school system.closely
corresponding to Student Personal Economics?
,

I.

’

;

_

Citle _ In what grade Is it included ?
Jeriods per week? _
course?

Hor many credits are given foId the

Do you have grouping according to ability or
*'} ■

*
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‘uture curriculum ? ___________________ Name of school
Town or City
t Phases of Student Personal Economics.

The following phases of Student Personal Economics
might be taught in courses in the 7th and 8th grades.
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Please check the appropriate columns according to the follow¬
ing procedure:
Column ”AM -*» The phases taught in your school system
Column mB” — The phases which are not taught in your
school system but which you believe
.4

should be taught.
Column "C" — !Bie eight.phases which you consider to be
.

the most important of those listed.

ABC
Wants vs. Needs,
a. The If/ants of Man.
t, The Needs of Man.
Budgeting your Income.
a. Advantages pf Budgeting.
b. Setting rllp a Budget.Installment Buying,
a. Advantages and Disadvantages of
Ins taliment. Buying.
b. Figuring .Carrying Charges,,
Und er atanding LabeIs and Advertising,
a, Advertising and.its Purposes.
b, Judging Advertisements,
c, Types of Labels.
Agencies 'That Protect the Consumer
a. Federal Agencies.
b. Private Agencies.

.

.
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B
Banking Services.

.

a. Opening a Bank Account.
b. , Bank Forms, i
c. Checking Accounts.
d. Savings Plans.
Private Loan Companies.
a, When to Borrow Money.
b. Loan Procedures.
Insurance
a. Life Insuranc e.
b. Health Insurance.
c. Automobile Insurance.
d. Social Security.
Taxes on the Consumer.
a. Why Taxes-are_ Necessary.
b. Direct Taxes.
c. Indirect Taxes.
The History of Money*
a. Early Systems of Exchange.
b. Present Day Monetary Systems.

■ :

c. Inflation and Deflation.
Interdependence of the World*s Consumers.
a. Exports and Imports of the TJ.S.
b. The World*s Consumers and World Peace.

C
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A
The Consumer Under Communism,
>

'
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a, Basic Ideas of Communism,
b. The Consumerfs Place Under Communism,
The Consumer Under Capitalism,
a, Basic Ideas of Capitalism,
b. The Consumer’s Place Under Caoitalism.
i

’

. r

The Consumer Under Socialism,
a, Basic Ideas of Socialism,
.

-

.

f,

’
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'
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B. -The Consumer’s Place Under Socialism,
*
. ,
Choosing a Vocation,
? ' >•
'• ■ •va
i: • ,
a. Importance of Self Analysis,
i

*•

_

b, Finding a Job,
Stocks and Bonds,

*'

a. Classifications of Bonds.
b. Types of'Stoeks,
.

• ■

.

•

•
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Labor Unions,
a. History of Labor Movements,
r

'
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•
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b. Union Constitutions,
c. Working Agreements,
d. Advantages and Disadvantages of Labor,
•

Unions,
Others

•

•

'
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II. Aids Used in presenting Student Personal Economics.
Rate the following aids which are generally used in
your school^system for the 7th and 8th grade work in
Student Personal Economics according to the following
procedure;
4-- Excellent

3— Good

2-- Pair

(

)

1. School Savings ‘Program.

(

)

2; Field Trips.(Banks,

(

)

3. Guest Speakers ( Bankers,

(

)

4. Charts and Graphs

Stores,

etc.

( Self Rating Scales, Bar

(

)

5. Bulletin Board.

(

)

6. Consumer Reports.magazine.

)

7. Personal Weekly Budgets.

, (

)

(

)

(

) 10* Income Tax Blanks.

(

) 11. Special Reports.

(

) 12. Contract Blanks.

(

) 13. Sample Deposit Slips^

(

) 14. Sample Withdrawal Slips,

(

) 15. Sample Bank Books.

(

) 16. Pupil Participation in Plays.

(

) 17. Scrap Books.

(

) 18. Essays.

-

)

Businessmen, etc.

Graphs, Original Posters etc.

(v)

1— Poor

''8# Life Insurance Pamphlets.
9. Newspaper and Magazine Advertising.

)

(

)19# Information from the New York Stock Exchange.

(

)20. Debates.

(

)21. Motion Pictures,

(

)22. Film Strips. Outstanding ones?

(

)23. Government Pamphlets. Outstanding ones?

(

)24. Textbooks. Outstanding ones?

(

)25. Group Projects. Outstanding ones?

(

)26. Other Aids.

Outstanding ones?

Your cooperation has been greatly appreciated. Thank
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